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Foreword

Welcome to use our SL20, this is a stylish watch which can help 
you reach your sport goals.

The package includes:
• SL20 smart watch
• User Manual
• Charging cable

SL20 initial setting

First download & install the app SMART TIME to make sure the 
watch can synchronize the data with the app.The app is where you 
can set goals, analyze historical data and trends , and much more. 
Setting up your smart watch with a mobile device
SL20 app  supports IOS 8.0 and Android 4.4 above system,also 
supports all Bluetooth3.0 and 4.0(more than 150 kinds mobile 
devices).
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1. Turn on Bluetooth of  the watch and mobile at the same time.

2. Find the “SMART-TIME” app  in stores according the device:

• The Apple® App Store®  iPhone® for iOS devices.

Android devices can be downloaded and installed in mainst as 
Appbao,Pea Pod,Baidou Mobile Assistant.

Or scan the below QR-CODE to download “SMART-TIME”

App Store: SMART-TIME

Google Play: SMART-TIME

3. After installing the APP,start and log in according to the prompts.

4. Select the Bluetooth  “ R2” with the strongest signal from the 
list.Then the watch will show pairiag interface, click to        confirm 
pairing.Then you will see the Bluetooth icon      on the left top of 
the watch is blue.



5. IOS users need to open setting--Bluetooth,find R2,then click 
on connection or open  menu >>Bluetooth  >>Search new device 
>> From the list of Bluetooth devices,find and click the Bluetooth 

6. When the phone gets a prompt of Bluetooth pairing request,click 
PAIR.The color of the Bluetooth icon in the upper left corner of 
the watch will turn orange, at this point the watch and phone  are 
successfully bound.

You should use device with Android 4.4 or 
IOS 8.0 and above, the function they support 
between Android and IOS device are differ-
ent. The watch can only pair with one mobile 
each time. If you want to pair with another 
mobile, you shall cancel the current pairing.



Changing the Wristband

SL20 smart watch contains two separate parts (watch body and 
straps) and you can purchase different straps  separately and change 
it anytime.

Charging instructions

Charging
Turn the watch over, align and attach the charging pins to the 
magnets four gold prongs.You  will see the charging icon on the 
watch screen after about 10s.

Charging fully can take around 2 hours. You will see the battery 
icon is full if the watch have been fully charged. Before charging, 
please wipe up the charging port to avoid the corrosion of metal 
contacts or other risks.

Functions

Making phone calls

After the watch and mobile paired successfully, the contact of the 
mobile can be synced to the watch.The user can dial out, receive or 
reject calls on the watch directly.



Switching between phone calls:

If you make or answer phone calls with your watch, the call are 
done on your watch by default.
If you make or answer phone calls with your phone, the calls are 
done on your phone by default.
To switch between your watch and your phone during phone calls, 
perform the following operations:
On the call scree of your phone, touch Bluetooth to use your watch 
for the call, or choose Speaker or Headset earpiece to use your 
phone for the call.

Quick entrance:

Slip down from watch face,then it enters quick switch page 
(User can set BT3.0,Vibration,settings,manu style, language, 
brightness,gesture,theme,alarm clock,time, flightmode,low battery 
mode etc.)calendar--weather. slip up from home page,it enters 
sports records-heart rate. 



Sport mode:

Slip left on the dial interface of the watch, you can quickly enter 
the sport mode or click dial interface-menu-sport mode. SL20 

supports multi-sport mode, which includes indoor running, outdoor 
running, cycling,fast walking, climbing and other sports modes.

Blood pressure:

After wearing our watch correctly, click menu blood pressure,you 
can measure blood pressure manually.

Breathing training:

After wearing our watch collectly, click menu- breathing training.

Pedometer:

The sports data recorded by the watch, including steps, distance 
and calories, which can be viewed on the watch or APP. nce and 
calories, which can be viewed on the watch or APP. Slipping up on 
the dial interface can enter the step mode quickly.

Heart rate: 

Wear the watch in a right way, you can measure your heart rate 
as below ways. Open heart rate on the watch, you can measure it 
manually Set heart rate monitoring period and interval in app.



Sleep monitor:

The watch will track your sleep when you’re wearing it to sleep. 
And you can check your sle

Remote capture:

This feature can remote control the mobile camera to take pictures.
Please click device in the app and choose smart photo-open camera.

Music player:

This function can play cellphone music, also switch songs and 
adjust volume on the watch.

Sedentary reminder

Sitting to long is not good for health. You can set the time on the 
watch or app to remind you to move.

Alarm:

You can set the alarm on the watch or app, maximum 8 alarms.

Find your mobile and watch:

Click “Find mobile” on your watch when it connected with your 
mobile, you will hear the voice from your mobile; Click “Fine 
device”, you will hear the voice from the watch.



- Gesture: - Auxiliary tool:
1. Flip to mute alarm -Timer
2. Wake-up gesture - Stopwatch
3. Shaking switch main menu - Calculator
4. Shake to answer the call

Replaceable  dial  interface  and  theme :

Press a while of the dial, slip left and right to view different styles 
of dials, click OK to replace it.Open menu-theme, choose your 
favorite theme, click Ok

Specificaiton

Waterproof level IP67 (To prevent splash water 
intrusion, not soaked in water 
and not support showerand 
swimming.)

Wristband width 260mm

Wristband width 22mm

Battery 300mAh Poly-Li

Display Touch

Waterproof level Bluetooth 3.0 & 4.0



Troubleshooting

Heart rate signal loss
The SL20 smart watch keeps paying attention to your heart rate 
data during your exercise and your daily life. Sometime the watch 
may not get a suitable heart rate signal.At this time,the missing 
heart rate data will appear at the dotted line.
 If you can’t get the heart rate signal,first you should confirm that 
you wear the watch correctly,adjust it to avoid being too high or too 
low, neither too tight or too loose on your wrist.
After adjustment,turn on real-time heart rate monitoring  to get 
the data
If there is still no heart rate data,check if the heart rate monitoring 
function  is turned on at SMART TIME App Other problems
If your mobile cannot pair the watch, click Settings-Bluetooth in 
your mobile and check if there is signal of R2.If yes,it means there 
is no problem with the Bluetooth signal.Please check if the watch is 
paired with other phones,please unbind it.IOS device users should 
click Setting - Bluetooth - ignore this device and then pair it.

Exemption Clause

1.The Hear Rate and Blood Pressure data output by SL20 are not 
intended to be a medical or diagnostic basis.
2.Self-diagnosis and self-treatment are dangerous. Only qualified 
physicians are allowed to diagnose and treat high blood pressure 
or any other heart diseases. Please contact your physician for more 
professional diagnostic opinions. 



3.The data and information of heart rate and blood pressure 
provided by SL20 may not be completely accurateand may 
exceed the tolerance as per the specification stated in the 
document due to diuerent factors, such as interference with signal 
from external sources, incorrect wearing position and changes in 
weather condi-tions or user’s body condition.
4.DO NOT adjust any of your medication or therapeutic schedule 
based on the results output by SL20. Please follow the doctor’s 
instructions before taking any treatment or medication.
WE DISCLAIM ALL LIABILITY ARISING FROM SUCH 
INACCURACY AND ASSUMES NO RESPONSIBILITY FOR 
THE CONSEQUENCES OF USE OF SUCH DATA AND 
INFORMATION. 

Warranty Clause

Our company always pursues the service concept of “creating 
value for customers”Warranty Clause
We offer 1year warranty period for SL20 smart watch. If there 
is any damage or malfunction during normal use, the warranty  
service will be provided to the customer for free after 
confirmation by our technician.
The following conditions are not covered by the warranty:    
A. Accident or human damage
B. Testing, repairing or disassembling  without authorization
C. Contamination due to human reasons
D. Damage caused by connection with equipment which is not 
compatible
E. Natural aging of the product
F. Damage caused by force majeure 
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